


blacksmith circa 1890



PowerBuilder 
circa 1994





why are we so 
bad at 

predicting the 
future?









statistics





the Monty Hall 
Problem





you pick door #1



door # 3 
opens...
door # 3 
opens...



Do you want 
to pick door 
#2 instead?



should you 
switch?



what are the 
probabilities 
that a given 
door has the 

car?



50% 50% ?

33% 66% !



. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
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Anything that is in the 
world when you're born 
is normal and ordinary 
and is just a natural 
part of the way the 

world works.



Anything that's 
invented between when 
you're fifteen and 

thirty-five is new and 
exciting and 

revolutionary and you 
can probably get a 

career in it.



 Anything invented 
after you're thirty-
five is against the 
natural order of 

things.

Douglas Adams



predicting the 
future



what 
happened 
before?



things that 
solved real 
problems in 
novel ways



java (once the 
Internet 
arrived)



web applications





look for 
paradigm 
changers









the goal: 
$100,000 in 1st 

year

$1,000,000 in 6 
months





$5,000,000 in 
2007



“In the last four and a 
half months we've made as 
much money off the retail 
sales of iPhone apps as 
we've made with retail 
sales of all of the apps 

that we've made in the past 
21 years.”

combined!





warmed over 
technology









Moore’s law



adding cores, 
not transistors



threading is 
hard



functional 
programming
Haskell
O’Caml
Scala
F#



dynamic 
languages
Groovy
JRuby

JavaScript
Clojure









“All models are 
wrong, but some 
are useful.”

George Box



analyze, not 
hypothesize



http://www.wired.com/wired/issue/16-07



technology 
accelerators

















robotic drones

0        5300

0      > 2000



cautionary 
tales





“...with any project 
like that you continue 
to work trying to get 
success, having decided 

to do it. 



But what I did - 
immorally I would say - 
was to not remember the 

reason I said I was 
doing it, so that when 
the reason changed...



not the singlest thought 
came to my mind at all 
about that, that that 
meant now I have to 
reconsider why I am 

continuing to do this.”



















> we have no intentions on your 
planet

> don’t listen to him

> really

> he’s a meat puppet

> we won’t wipe you off the earth 
or anything

> everything’s fine

> we like you

> we just want to hang out for a 
while

> buy skynet stock
> oh, and...





hippocratic oath

at least do no 
harm



miles dyson 
promise:at least don’t 

build any super 
intelligent 

homicidal cyborgs











thumbs.db





You purchase bids in 
pre-packaged blocks of 
at least 30. Each bid 

costs you 75 cents, with 
no volume discount.



Each bid raises the 
purchase price by 15 

cents and increases the 
auction time by 15 

seconds.



Once the auction ends, 
you pay the final price.



failed bids: $938.25

bids placed: 1251

actual sale: $1125.90

Swoopo winner: $187.65

Apple list price: $229



once you’ve placed a few 
bids, you’re more likely 

to keep bidding

endowment effect



penny auctions: each bid 
increases price by 1¢ (still 
costs bidder 75¢)

FreeBids auctions: bid on 
Swoopo bids

100% off auctions: the 
“winner” pays nothing for the 
item



“ ”

for some value of 
“entertainment”



the 
future



languages matter



sapir-whorf 
hypothesis



language affects 
the ability of 

thoughts





notation matters



Newton

Leibniz

Lagrange



Gerolamo Cardano

Liber de ludo aleae

written 1560’s

published 1663



language 
renaissance 



polyglot 
programming



technology 
changes us







TiVo time 
machine...

for your whole life





reputation stock 
market





social networks











www.postsecret.com

postsecret.blogspot.com

twitter.com/postsecret



platform 
plays



?





“Microsoft’s crown 
strategic jewel”

http://www.joelonsoftware.com/articles/APIWar.html

The cornerstone of Microsoft's monopoly 
power and incredibly profitable Windows 
and Office franchises, which account for 
virtually all of Microsoft's income and 

covers up a huge array of unprofitable or 
marginally profitable product lines, the 
Windows API is no longer of much interest 

to developers.



open standards 
are handy



RIA = platform play



no open 
standards in
cell phones







Apple is now the 
largest music 
retailer in the 

world





no, I won’t tell 
you the Next Big 

Thing...



...but don’t be 
surprised if 
it’s from left 

field...



...and don’t say 
I didn’t warn 

you





“The best way to 
predict the 
future is to 
create it.”

Peter Drucker



thanks for coming!

enjoy the rest of the 
conference

       NEAL FORD   software architect / meme wrangler

          ThoughtWorks 

    nford@thoughtworks.com
    3003 Summit Boulevard, Atlanta, GA  30319

   www.nealford.com

   www.thoughtworks.com 

   memeagora.blogspot.com
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